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Chapter 5: Raining Blood Over the Temple of Set 
 
I have a lot of bad news to tell people and I‘m trying to segue through this bad news in 

a proper order so it will make logical and empirical sense.  You cannot fight for your 

Soul unless you know exactly WHAT you‘re fighting.  When you give evil its proper 

name, half the war for your Soul is won.  It‘s like getting a diagnosis and name for a 

mysterious disease you‘ve had for years. After you fully understand the situation we 

are in, I‘ll show you how to FIGHT BACK! 

 

 
 
 

Raining blood 

From a lacerated sky 

Bleed its horror 

Creating my structure 

Now I shall reign in blood! 

From the song ‘Raining Blood’ by Slayer 

 

 



An Chapter in Six Parts: 

 

I. Chemtrails 

II. Cannibalism 

III. Human Sacrifice 

IV. Serpent Race, Serpent God & the Temple of Set 

V. Sacred Executioners & Disposable Victims 

VI. Connecting the Dots 

 

 

I.   

Chemtrails 

 
Behind closed eyes lie 

The minds ready to awaken you, 
Are you at war with land 
And all of its creatures, 

Your not-so-gentle persuasion 
Has been known to wreck economies 

Of countries, of empires, the sky is over 
From the song ‘Sky is Over’ by Serj Tankian 

 

Exotic Weapon or Exotic Tool of Cannibalism and Human Sacrifice? 

 

In 2002, Representative Dennis Kucinich introduced a bill that sought to ban space 

weapons. Tucked deep into a sub-clause in the first draft of H.R. 2977 was the word 

"chemtrails," listed among the weapons and practices Kucinich wanted outlawed. It 

was the first time the word had ever appeared in any sort of official document in 

Washington. 

 

‗Chemtrails‘ were officially defined as an ‗exotic weapons system‘, as defined in 

Section 7, C. When this was discovered, Kucinich quickly removed the word 

‗chemtrails‘ and denied responsibility for the original inclusion. 

 

Chemtrails are chemicals, metals, biological organisms (dead or alive) and other things 

combined together and sprayed over places populated areas.  Chemtrails of special 

concern aren‘t sprayed over the middle of oceans, or sprayed over the North Pole and 

Antarctica.  Chemtrails are not the same as normal, everyday aerial contrails (normal 

jet exhaust).  There is a definite observable difference in both the formation and 

behavior of these two similar phenomena, which clearly distinguishes one from the 

other. 

 

Normal contrails are composed of fragile ice crystals formed by fuel burning from 

aircraft flying at altitudes of 31,000 feet or higher. At altitudes below 31,000 feet, 

contrails rarely form behind an aircraft, regardless of its type or design. At above 

31,000 feet, normal contrails appear pencil-thin when observed from ground level and 

generally evaporate within a minute or so, unless the humidity is high enough to allow 

the contrail to spread out due to high winds.  



Although chemtrail planes are known to fly at altitudes as high as 33,000 feet, most 

planes creating chemtrails generally fly below 30,000 feet. Since normal contrails 

rarely form at these low altitudes, it is likely that any ‗exhaust‘ you see in the sky 

results from chemtrail activity. Creators of chemtrails include the nations participating 

in the US Department of Energy‘s Atmospheric Science Program, with the snake-name 

acronym of ASP (http://www.asp.bnl.gov/).  Their official statement includes the goal 

of changing the climate, as of September 10, 2009:  

Creators of chemtrails include the nations participating in the US Department of 

Energy‘s Atmospheric Science Program, with the snake-name acronym ASP 

(http://www.asp.bnl.gov/).  Their official statement includes the goal of changing 

climate, as of October 6, 2009:  

―The current focus of the program is aerosol radiative forcing of climate: aerosol 

formation and evolution and aerosol properties that affect direct and indirect influences 

on climate and climate change.‖  

An aerosol is a colloidal substance carrying tiny particles in suspension. When sprayed 

into the air, these particles remain airborne for varying lengths of time until they drift 

to the earth.  In a subpage (http://www.asp.bnl.gov/datapolicyR3.html), we can view a 

list of rules about mixing, measuring and spraying aerosols into our blue skies in all 

four directions.  

Have any governments ever used sprays that could harm us?  The answer is yes. Agent 

Orange was sprayed across millions of acres in Vietnam. Before and after the Vietnam 

War, governments sprayed harmful materials and pathogens into and over cities, 

towns, ships and troops..Here are a few of many examples: 
 
Millions Were in Germ War Tests : Much of Britain was exposed to bacteria sprayed 

in secret trials. The Ministry of Defence turned large parts of the country into a giant 

laboratory to conduct a series of secret germ warfare tests on the public. 



http://www.observer.co.uk/politics/s...688089,00.html  
 
The United States Held Open-air Biological and Chemical Weapons Tests in at 

Least Four States - Alaska, Hawaii, Maryland and Florida - during the 1960s in an 

effort to develop defenses against such weapons, according to Pentagon documents. 

http://www.rense.com/general32/cvvf....iological.html  
 
US Planes Sprayed Wiltshire with Sarin. London Times 10/10/02: Chris Ayres and 

Michael Evans Original Link: http://www.timesonline.co.uk/article...441704,00.html  
 
Sailors Sprayed With Nerve Gas in Cold War Test, Pentagon Says  
http://www.nytimes.com/2002/05/24/po...ex=1022817600& 

en=c569e031539ed222&ei=5009&partner=MSN_NYTHOME  
 
Army Aerial Spraying Tests Panic, Anger Florida Keys Residents  
http://www.rense.com/general24/we.htm  
 
Hospitals Jammed as Banned Pesticide is Sprayed from the Skies 

http://www.healthresearchbooks.com/a.http://chemtrailawareness.multiply.com/pestici

de.htm  
 
Chemtrail Illness Mycoplasma Links  
http://www.geocities.com/canadianchemtrails/Mycoplasma 
 

Not only do people inhale the devil‘s brew falling on them from the sky, but chemtrail 

toxins and pathogens find their way into crops and water.  The particles are impossible 

to avoid since people are exposed to them simply by breathing, eating and drinking.  

Because governments and NATO deny that chemtrails exist, there are many theories 

about the purpose of chemtrails.   

 

Some theorists think chemtrails are part of experiments to create biological warfare.  

Others suspect that chemtrails are used to change the chemical composition of the 

atmosphere in order to alter the weather conditions of certain countries (to end 

droughts, to reflect light to reduce global warming, or as a weapon of war). Then there 

are theories that speculate that chemtrails are used for mind control or are tools of 

population control (including birth control) and genocide.  

 

Test results from Chemtrials need better documentation, but we now believe there is 

more barium in the atmosphere than previously estimated, and this may be related to 

chemtrails.  Barium clouds have been deliberately created since at least 1972: 

In addition, jet fuel is possibly being burned less efficiently to deliberately increase 

particulate matter in the atmosphere, reducing the amount of sunlight reaching the 

earth (recommended by scientists concerned with global warming).  But fuel by-

products can‘t account for all that‘s being dumped. To watch a plane dumping a 

chemical into the atmosphere, in slow motion, see this video on YouTube:  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TicxWCit0WQ&feature=related. 

To watch planes ruin a beautiful sky, see this video on You Tube: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9xwCvVV0wEM&feature=related.  

http://www.chemtrails911.com/lab_tests_and_effects.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TicxWCit0WQ&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9xwCvVV0wEM&feature=related


Asthmatics and people suffering from respiratory diseases struggle harder to breathe 

due to chemtrails. Because ‗chemtrails‘ don‘t officially ‗exist‘, asthmatic and other 

deaths are blamed on ‗pollution‘ -- partially true, as chemtrails pollute the skies..   

Many blame chemtrails for Morgellon‘s Disease, an affliction that is slowly being 

recognized as both real and deadly.  It sounds like science fiction:  

Morgellons is now reaching epidemic proportions in the U.S. and abroad… Many 

sufferers report string-like fibers of varying color popping out through the skin lesions. 

These fibers can be black, white, red or even iridescent blue. Others report black 

specks falling from their bodies that litter their sheets and bathrooms…Other 

accompanying symptoms include hair loss, debilitating and chronic fatigue, hard 

nodules beneath the skin, and joint pain. http://www.naturalnews.com/025757.html 

Where do these bioactive fibers, recently analyzed as polymer-based, come from? A 

polymer research chemist believes they come from chemtrails:   

In 1990, a NATO report detailed how high-flying aircraft can modify the atmosphere 

by spraying polymers to absorb electromagnetic radiation….Polymer chemist Dr. R. 

Michael Castle has studied atmospheric polymers for years. He has found that some of 

them contain bioactive materials, which can cause "serious skin lesions and diseases 

when absorbed into the skin." He has identified microscopic polymers comprised of 

genetically-engineered fungal forms mutated with viruses. He says that trillions of 

fusarium (fungus)/virus mutated spores, which secrete a powerful mico-toxin, are 

[now] part of the air we breathe.‖  "Chemtrails, Bio-Active Crystalline Cationic 

Polymers," Dr. Mike Castle, 7-14-03 

http://www.globalresearch.ca/articles/WOR406A.html, 

A competent laboratory technician, Clifford E. Carnicom, demonstrated that samples 

of polymer threads and tissue from the lesions of Morgellons sufferers can be observed 

under culture to produce clumps of unusual, malformed red blood cells. 

http://www.carnicom.com/morgobs3.htm. 

In essence, the raining down of these bio-polymer fibers from the heavens contains a 

rain of ‗blood.‘  It is obvious that ‗someone‘ is poisoning us with chemtrail cocktails of 

poisons, but why the human blood cells?  Are there are dark, diabolical reasons? 

 

II. 

Cannibalism 

 

http://www.naturalnews.com/025757.html
http://www.globalresearch.ca/articles/WOR406A.html
http://www.carnicom.com/morgobs3.htm


 
Medieval Depiction of Cannibalism 

 
I’m the sadist that reminds you of your blessing, 

And the reaper that takes them away 
To a place where they can lay there, 

And wilt and rot away 
From the song ‘Cannibal vs. Cunning’ lyrics by Dead Poetic 

 
“Only the foolish visit the land of the cannibals.” 

Maori Proverb  
 

Some people refuse to believe that cannibalism (anthropophagy) is practiced in this 

modern, "civilized" age. However, evidence suggests that not only does cannibalism 

still occur, but it has become wider-spread than in earlier ages because its nature is 

disguised. It has gone underground, and thus, exists under the radar. 

  

Cannibalism and its Siamese twin sister, human sacrifice, reach across centuries and 

cultures back to prehistoric times.  Cannibalism is the eating of human flesh by other 

humans (though it can refer to any species that preys on its own kind).  

 

The word originates with the Carib Indians of the West Indies (Caribbean). 

Christopher Columbus and his crew discovered, to their horror, that the Caribs 

conducted a particularly gruesome practice of ritual cannibalism. Written in cursive, 

the word looked like ―Canib.‖ Later explorers then referred to the Caribs as "Canibs." 

The word evolved into "canibales," meaning ―thirsty and cruel‖ in Spanish. 

 

The existence of cannibalism is widely supported in anthropological studies, such as at 

the archeological digs at Calpulalpan (Zultepec) in Tlaxcala, where, in 1520, Aztecs 

captured,  ritually murdered and then devoured up to 400 men, women and children, 

10% of them Spaniards.  

 

http://thinkexist.com/quotation/only_the_foolish_visit_the_land_of_the/173540.html
http://thinkexist.com/quotes/maori_proverb/


 
Aztec cannibalism: Codex Tudela, f. 64     Cannibalism in Muscovy (1571) 

  

 

Cannibalism is represented in every medium imaginable, including fairy tales, 

symbols, legends, myths, histories, writings and first-hand accounts.  Scientific 

evidence that cannibalism has been with us for a long time has been discovered by 

scientists in Australia, who studied the genes of female natives of Papua, New Guinea 

and found a resistance to ―prion disease‖ –a brain disease linked to cannibalism that 

could be traced back through the mitochondria for 500,000 years (Apr 11, 2003: News 

in Science, www.abc.net.au/science/news/health/HealthRepublish_828800.htm ). 

 

Cannibalism remains a practice all over the world.  In some cultures, cannibalism is a 

sacred and revered custom, an undeniable occurrence rooted in antiquity and branching 

forth to the present-day in two forms (criminal and sacred). 

 

There are four primary forms of criminal cannibalism: sexual cannibalism; aggression 
cannibalism; spiritual and ritual cannibalism; and epicurean/nutritional cannibalism. 
These various forms usually overlap with one another. 
http://www.trutv.com/library/crime/criminal_mind/psychology/cannibalism/4.html 

There are fundamentally two kinds of cannibalistic social behavior: endocannibalism 

(eating humans from the same community) and exocannibalism (eating humans from 

other communities). A separate ethical distinction can be made to delineate between 

the practice of killing a human for food (homicidal cannibalism) versus eating the flesh 

of a person who was already dead (necro-cannibalism). 

http://www.crystalinks.com/cannibalism.html. 

―Survival cannibalism‖ is rare and explicable in many cases.  When some people think 

of survival cannibalism they think of the ‗Donner party‘, a wagon train of eighty-nine 

men, women and children led by a man named George Donner. The group set out 

across the Sierra Nevada Mountains on their way to California in the fall of 1846.  The 

weather worsened and the party was forced to take an alternative route. The travelers 

ran out of food and other resources, plus many died from exposure.  After awhile, the 

remaining people, after consuming things like leather harnesses and their shoes, began 

to eat the flesh of their dead.  Some killed the dying for food. 

The 1976 movie ‗Survive!‘ and a similar 1993 movie ‗Alive‘ were based on the 1974 

book by British writer Piers Paul Read, Alive: The Story of the Andes Survivors, about 

http://www.mexicolore.co.uk/uploadimages/aus_9_11_2.jpg
http://www.mexicolore.co.uk/uploadimages/aus_9_11_2.jpg
http://www.abc.net.au/science/news/health/HealthRepublish_828800.htm
http://www.trutv.com/library/crime/criminal_mind/psychology/cannibalism/4.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Endocannibalism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exocannibalism
http://www.crystalinks.com/cannibalism.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alive:_The_Story_of_the_Andes_Survivors


the true story of a plane crash. The crash stranded a Uruguayan rugby team high in the 

frozen wastes of the Andes. Survivors were forced to eat the dead bodies of those who 

died in the crash.  They called the human flesh ‗protein.‘  A 2008 documentary, 

‗Stranded: I've Come From a Plane That Crashed on the Mountains‘ followed. These 

films have had an influence on the Collective Consciousness about non-ancient 

cannibalism. The two movies, book and documentary have reached billions of people 

world-wide, exposing and reinforcing the mindset of ‗acceptable‘ cannibalism in these 

modern times. 

 

In the classic science fiction movie ‗Soylent Green‘, the rationed supplement to their 

insufficient food supply that the people of this futuristic, overcrowded and dying world 

depended upon was processed from the bodies of the dead. Of course the regular 

people didn‘t know it, but the leaders did. 

 

There are many incidences in history where cannibalism has erupted as a consequence 

of famine and war.  Cannibalism was rampant during the Siege of Leningrad, and it 

was practiced by Japanese in the World War II Pacific war theater. 

 

In many cases of cannibalism, eating another person is a symbolic act or way to 

express power over the person/s being eaten. Native American Indian tribes, including 

the Pawnee and Ho-Chunk, and the Maori of New Zealand killed and ate their 

prisoners of war.   

 

Cannibalism is mentioned in the Bible as a curse, as a practice of savage tribes, as a 

consequence of war, and as a symbol of revenge. Here are two of many examples: 

 

You will eat the flesh of your sons and the flesh of your daughters. Lev. 26:29 
 
Who also eat the flesh of my people, and flay their skin from off them; and they break 
their bones, and chop them in pieces, as for the pot, and as flesh within the caldron. 
Micah 3:3 
 

Depictions and symbols of modern cannibalism are everywhere in the socio-cultural 

tapestry of daily life.  These depictions are in movies, on television, in print (e.g., 

books, magazines, newspapers, internet), in video games, and so forth.  

 

Fairy tales – those folk tales that ‗entertain‘ children – are rife with cannibalism.  

‗Hansel and Gretel‘, ‗Jack and the Beanstalk‘, ‗The Juniper Tree‘, ‗Snow White‘ and 

‗The Robber Bridegroom‘ are examples of dreamscape stories of cannibalism.  

Legendary epics from Greece and Rome, notably The Odyssey and The Iliad, also 

contain stories of cannibalism, such as when Polyphemous, the Cyclops demigod, 

impales, barbecues and eats Ulysses‘ men.    

 

Psychologists will tell you that fairy tales and legends can send subliminal messages to 

the brain.  While some fairy tales are morality stories meant to teach morals through 

horror (a psychopathic way to teach a child), they also teach that cannibalism is 

somehow a ‗natural‘ threat that can be expected in the human environment.  

Ironically, as cannibalism is so disgusting, it is such a taboo subject that there are few 

laws against it.  Because of this ‗oversight‘, the German High Court was faced with 



trying a man (in 2004) who killed a willing victim through legal euthanasia and then 

consumed him.  The German High Court had to ask fundamental questions, including: 

Did the perpetrator break a law, even though it was not written on the books? 

'Cannibal relatives ate boy alive’ (June 2008) “A seven-year-old boy was kept chained 
in a closet as relatives hacked off pieces of his flesh to eat, a court has 
heard…http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/czechrepublic/2162250/%

27Cannibal-relatives-ate-boy-alive%27.html'Cannibal-relatives-ate-boy-alive'.html 

„3,000 Yuan Could By a Baby Girl for Eating‟. “Spending around three or four 

thousand yuans could purchase a seven or eight month-old baby as soup ingredient.‖ 

http://evilrituals.blogspot.com/2009/10/3000-yuan-could-buy-baby-girl-for.html 

 

III.   

Human Sacrifice 
 

 
Human Sacrifice Altar Over a Thousand Years Old at Wat Phu Champasak (Laos) 

 

 

“Rites of sacrifice in darkness offering the flesh 
for thee... Master, ruler of the underworld of fire 

 I desire, waiting on the altar. Stars that shine,  
moon that hides rising behind mountains here in 

 these lands of Carthage where Baal reigns supreme…” 
From the song ‘Rituals of Human Sacrifice for Lord Baal’ by Inquistion 

 

I cannot write about cannibalism without writing about human sacrifice, because they 

are intricately related and entwined.  Human sacrifice and cannibalism are Siamese 

twins, sharing two separate torsos but connected as one at the hip.  Why? With rare 

exception (necro-cannibalism -- eating someone‘s flesh while the victim is still alive), 

cannibalism can’t exist without human sacrifice because a human being must die so a 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/czechrepublic/2162250/%27Cannibal-relatives-ate-boy-alive%27.html'Cannibal-relatives-ate-boy-alive'.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/czechrepublic/2162250/%27Cannibal-relatives-ate-boy-alive%27.html'Cannibal-relatives-ate-boy-alive'.html


cannibal can eat.  Whether it‘s done crudely or elaborately, with or without a formal 

ritual, invisibly or visibly (soft or hard kill), a life is sacrificed. 

 

As does cannibalism, human sacrifice falls into the category of diabolism, a belief 

system in which an act of ultimate evil confers magical or religious power, and thus 

the murder gives the ultimate power of life and death. 

 
The archaeological record contains human and animal corpses with sacrificial marks 
long before any written records of the practice...Human sacrifice was practiced by 
many ancient cultures. People would be ritually killed in a manner that was supposed 
to please or appease a god or spirit. While not widely known, human sacrifices for 
religious reasons still exist today in a number of nations.  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sacrifice#Human_sacrifice 

 

Human sacrifice became embedded in some societies as a means to assure a good 

harvest, to ensure rainfall, or to make women more fertile.  In such instances, 

appeasing god/s or spirits overwhelmed the instincts of parents and friends. 

 

Some scholars point out that violence and other social ills are veiled forms of modern 

human sacrifice.  I absolutely agree.  The Luciferian Illuminati elite start wars, though 

members of their group rarely die in battle. With few exceptions, it is the common 

people who are sacrificed in wars, including civilians (‗collateral damage‘).  

 

Although you can‘t have cannibalism without human sacrifices (in almost all cases), 

human sacrifice doesn‘t always end in cannibalism, particularly when human sacrifice 

is conducted in the abstract by third-party means, including: war, class wars, famines, 

bioweapons, genocide, biological depopulation programs, matricide, secret birth 

control programs, exploitative capitalism/economics, socially-driven suicide and 

murder, forced abortions, sieges of all kinds, and more. 

 

Meme - Cultural idea, social practice, concept or action that becomes a norm and 

begins to repeat itself consciously in a society -term coined by Richard Dawkins in 

his book The Selfish Gene (1976). 

 

Meme - A thought that spreads through society, taking a life of its own  

 

At some point in human history, a meme was established for human sacrifice. That 

thought-form repeats itself throughout the whole of recorded human history... It was 

such a powerful inclination that in all parts of the world, human sacrifice was not only 

accepted, but was a way of life. http://www.spirit-of-the-torah.com/sacrifice.html. 

 

A ‗favorite‘ form of human sacrifice of the secret puppet masters of this world is 

scapegoating. A person or group bears the blame for others or to suffer in their place. 

The concept originally came from the idea that a ‗sin‘ needed to be punished to 

appease god/s.  It is so much easier and safer for evil and its agents to have somebody 

else take the punishment that they deserve! 

 

During the times of the Temple in Jerusalem, a scapegoat was a goat that was driven 

off into the wilderness as part of the ceremonies of Yom Kippur, the Day of 

Atonement.  Since this goat carried the sins of the people placed on it, it was sent away 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archaeology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_sacrifice
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/God
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spiritual_being
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sacrifice#Human_sacrifice
http://www.spirit-of-the-torah.com/sacrifice.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temple_in_Jerusalem
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goat
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yom_Kippur


to perish.  The goat took the punishment that all the sinners deserved.  It was a 

substitution for human sacrifice. The rite is described in Leviticus 16. 

The word "scapegoat" has come to mean a person or persons --usually innocent-- 

blamed and punished (usually killed) for the sins, crimes, bad luck, superstitions, 

religions or sufferings of others.  Today, scapegoating is a classic way leaders use to 

distract the Village‘s attention from the real causes of problems.  

 

Scapegoats are usually those who can least defend themselves from accusation. The 

powerless (people, races, groups, classes, countries, so forth) are scapegoated by the 

powerful all the time in this modern world.  Factor in the dynamic that the 

media/communication syndicates - the propaganda arms of government or other 

institutions of power - propel scapegoating with constant finger pointing, mantras 

(incessant repetition that turn into chanted incantations) and targeting of the chosen 

victims.  An accusation repeated enough becomes ‗truth‘ and a scapegoat denounced 

long enough becomes what it is called.  

 

Scapegoats rarely get a trial and if they do, it is usually an unfair trial.  

 

Lee Harvey Oswald didn‘t kill President Kennedy (the Brotherhood of the Serpent 

did), but he was sacrificed for the deeds of the killers.  The public got blood revenge 

and that ‗satisfied‘ a lot of the Village. 

 

In other times (and sometimes now) when crops failed or asteroids fell from the sky or 

the Village got sick, a ‗witch‘ would be scape-goated and burned. Scapegoating is so 

common that people have become desensitized to it, tending to think of scape-goating 

as ‗natural‘ when it is a psychopathic act. 

 

The Bible is rife with stories of scapegoating, where someone becomes a symbol for 

the sins/evil of others and thus must be sacrificed. Jonah the prophet, trying to escape 

God‘s wrath, tells the crew to throw him overboard, or else their ship will sink in the 

storm, and everyone will die. (Jonah 1:15) They reluctantly do so. Because human 

sacrifice comes from twisted, psychopathic thinking -- believing you can barter with 

god/s by offering a human victim -- death somehow becomes ‗life‘ via the victim. 

 

We (Judyth and I) mentioned that human sacrifice was used to enhance fertility in 

formal rites. Pawnee Indians in America performed human sacrifice in religious 

ceremonies for ‗the bringing of life.‘  In ancient Semitic nations, and in Egypt‘s early 

periods, babies, children and adults were regularly sacrificed to the ‗fertility‘ gods such 

as Set, Molech, Baal, and Chemosh. 

 

Countless world religions over the millennia were ‗life‘ or ‗fertility‘ cults where death 

was worshipped as life and regeneration, through sacrificing human beings.  Some 

would call this hypocrisy contradictory, ‗double speak‘ and/or ‗double think‘ but in 

reality, it is psychopathic speaking (demonspeak) and psychopathic thinking 

(demonthink).   

 

The ancient Romans practiced human sacrifice. They sacrificed human beings at 

funerals, during festivals and at munera (blood contests), including ritualized killings 

of humans in the arena.  Gladiators were sacrificed to Saturn in the gladiatorial games 

in December and to Jupiter in the Feriae Latinae (Festival of Jupiter). These ritualized 

http://blb.org/cgi-bin/index.pl?type=pf&translation=NIV&handref=Leviticus+16


killings of humans came with religious overtones and concerns, as homicide in ancient 

times always involved the sacred: 

 

―The one who makes sacrifices is…either an individual or a collective group—a 

family, a clan, a tribe, a nation, a secret society…Generally, in cattle keeping tribes 

with patriarchal organization, the paterfamilias…carried out sacrifices, and it was only 

at a late date that a separate caste of priests developed among these peoples. In ancient 

China, too, sacrifices were not presided over by a professional priesthood but by the 

head of the family or, in the case of state sacrifices, by the ruler.‖ (Encyclopedia 

Britannica: ―Analysis of the Rite of Sacrifice: Sacrificer‖ 

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/515665/sacrifice/66303/Analysis-of the-

rite-of-sacrifice.  

 

The Israelites practiced human sacrifice:"Thou shalt not delay to offer the first of thy 

ripe fruits, and of thy liquors: the firstborn of thy sons shalt thou give unto me." 

(Exodus 22:29) 

 

Eventually, Mosaic law instituted substituting ―first-fruits‘ of the vine and of the 

harvest, while dedicating firstborn sons to priesthood duties, for the human sacrifices 

practiced among most other Semitic tribes and peoples, and among some of the extant 

Egyptian tribes: “Any man from the sons of Israel or from the aliens sojourning in 

Israel who gives any of his offspring to Molech, shall surely be put to death; the people 

of the land shall stone him with stones.”  (Lev. 20:2) 

 

But many exceptions to the law persisted: Corrupt Judhahite priests and kings 

―revolted‖ and sacrificed their first-born to Molech, one of the many names for the god 

of evil at that time.  A long tradition of revolt against the higher laws fills the Bible 

with tales of gore and ritualized murder. 

 

Humans are sacrificed for many reasons, but it‘s usually to get some kind of power in 

life (win a battle, get money, dominate people, save your village, feed the blood thirsty 

god to get the blood thirsty god off your back, and so forth).  Dark occultists and 

depraved scientists also get a drug buzz off the sacrifice (but I will cover that later).  

And remember, 99.99% of all cannibalism requires human sacrifice.   

 

In modern Asia, human sacrifices are still made to the ‗mother‘ goddess Kali. She is, 

according to Hindu mythology, a violent slayer of evil with an unquenchable thirst for 

blood. In the 19th century, a child was killed every day at the Kali temple in Calcutta.  

The concept of Kali is hypocritical: She slays ‗evil‘ but is blood-thirsty? Isn‘t requiring 

the death of children in the arena of evil? 

 

======================================================= 

 

Because of laws prohibiting the sacrifice of humans, the number of human sacrifices in 

Asia is unknown, but is still regularly reported in newspapers. ―Alice of Human 

Sacrifice‖ is a Japanese anime phenomenon based on a legend recreated on the Internet 

worldwide by those fascinated with ‗the little dream‘ that transforms the four Alices 

seeking Wonderland into blood-soaked, soulless, symbolic sacrifices. 

 

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/515665/sacrifice/66303/Analysis-of%20the-rite-of-sacrifice.%20%20%20%20-
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/515665/sacrifice/66303/Analysis-of%20the-rite-of-sacrifice.%20%20%20%20-
http://www.blueletterbible.org/kjv/Exd/Exd022.html#29
http://biblebrowser.com/leviticus/20-2.htm
http://biblebrowser.com/leviticus/20-2.htm
http://biblebrowser.com/leviticus/20-2.htm


Self-sacrifice can easily turn into human sacrifice, whether direct or indirect.  The 

whole thema used to control this world is about self-sacrifice:  Sacrifice for your 

country; sacrifice for your god; sacrifice your principles and values for a bigger bowl 

of rice and extra privileges in society; sacrifice your free speech against corruption and 

evil; there is power that you are supposed to accrue thereby. 

 

Self-sacrifice is a trick by both secret and apparent tricksters to make you (invisible) 

slaves for them and their institutions.  President Obama (just as Bush before him) and 

the serpent–lying major media (as did those before them) called for American citizens 

to self-sacrifice, even as bankers and CEOs walked off with billions of dollars of bail-

out money.  But why must the common people sacrifice more, when many have been 

sacrificing for a long time?  Who said that thugs and raiders have scruples?  Globalism 

has negatively and lethally afflicted people, beginning decades ago.  And now, more 

must suffer and die to placate our modern industrial and New World Order gods. 

 

There is no ‗nobility‘ in sacrificing yourself for the ancient, evil, established systems 

that have taken control of our modern world.  Servants of the hidden puppet masters 

caused this world depression, and will insist on more suffering disguised in the 

‗righteous ideals‘ of self-sacrifice.  Sacrifice (literal, metamorphic, symbolic and/or 

self-sacrifice) is the cornerstone of almost every religion where a god must somehow 

be placated.  

 

Christ is not only a Mystical Symbol/Icon for cannibalism (―eat my flesh, drink my 

blood‖) and human sacrifice. Christ was ritualistically murdered on a cross by and for 

religion; Christ is also Symbol/Icon for self-sacrifice and scapegoating, as we‘re told 

that he ‗gave‘ his life in exchange for ‗saving‘ all the lives of the world.   

 

Christ‘s sacrifice has been marketed as the only suitable substitute for our ‗deserved 

death,‘ but that isn‘t enough for those thirsting for ever more human blood and 

suffering: Roman Catholic ‗saints‘ are notable for offering their sufferings— including 

self-torture--for ‗the sins of the world‘ in tandem with Christ, and often in tandem with 

Christ‘s mother, Mary. Their sufferings and pain are apparently endless, as long as 

humans keep sinning, even though Christ‘s sacrifice was announced as a victory over 

death, hell, Satan, sin and evil.  

 

The Catholic Church and its offshoots are (as are most organized religions) laden with 

sacred literature with official interpretations, formalized rituals, penalties for heresy, 

stifling legalism, and clerical hierarchies wielding power and authority over lower-

ranking members. Arguments about whether the Mass‘s offered bread and wine 

becomes the true flesh and blood of Christ  (Transubstantiation) revolve around the 

essential horror of being required to eat the body of Christ and drink his blood. If 

Christ indeed asked his followers to eat his flesh and drink his blood, the invitation is 

startling.  If Christ meant to ―become one‖ with his followers in this manner, that most 

intimate of unions has been subverted by strict rituals, proclamations, schisms and 

misinterpretations. What does remain is the sanctioned act of cannibalism. 

 

Many in esoteric circles know about the consumption of human flesh after ritual 

human sacrifice. The list is long: theologians of inner circles, anthropologists, 

archeologists, elite circles, the Illuminati, the Masons, other secret societies, historians 



of ancient history, occultists (including magicians and alchemists --both Light and 

Dark), plus a host of others in related fields. 

 

You can find this information on the Internet or listen to David Livingstone‘s 

interview at http://www.redicecreations.com/radio/2009/01jan/RICR-090122.php.  

Livingstone describes the human sacrifice of babies in the ancient middle east and how 

they were eaten afterwards.  He talks and writes about related orgies. 

 

Again, most modern human sacrifices resulting in death occur ‗behind the veil‘ via 

third-parties, including institutions and laws. Moreover, as people are being sacrificed 

one-by-one or in small groups, their deaths are blamed on something else, so the trail 

of blood doesn‘t lead back to those individuals or groups behind the sacrificial deaths.  

 

The Big Sacrifice 

 

There‘s a big, ‗secret‘ human sacrifice ritual going on right now, before our very eyes, 

and almost everyone denies it because it is compartmentalized in various boxes (war, 

crime, suicide, and so forth).  All the compartments are connected to the ‘Big 

Sacrifice’-- the depopulation of the majority of the world’s population. 

 

In ancient times, the pharaohs of Egypt, and other ancient kings, killed off some of the 

slave population when it got too large and thus a threat to power.  Depopulation is the 

same paradigm/tactic of rulers that is being diabolically used today. 

It is evident that there is a depopulation program going on in the world right now. The 

elite have proclaimed this in public. As Secretary of State for President Gerald Ford, 

Dr. Henry Kissinger wrote, "Depopulation should be the highest priority of U.S. 

foreign policy towards the Third World." ("National Security Memo 200, April 24, 

1974: ―Implications of worldwide population growth for U.S. security & overseas 

interests‖).  In 1975, Kissinger established a policy planning group in the U.S. State 

Department's Office of Population Affairs and prepared the depopulation document 

‗Global 2000‘ policy statement for President Jimmy Carter. 

Investigations by EIR [Executive Intelligence Review] have uncovered a planning 

apparatus operating outside the control of the White House whose sole purpose is to 
reduce the world's population by 2 billion people through war, famine, disease and 
any other means necessary...  
http://educateyourself.org/nwo/nwopopcnsaglobal2000report10mar81.shtml 

Prince Philip of Britain, a member of the elite secret society the Bilderberg Group, 

said, speaking on behalf of the World Wildlife Fund, "If I were reincarnated I would 

wish to be returned to earth as a killer virus to lower human population levels.‖  

 

When you look around you, or at the data, few people but the elite live to very old age 

and few people die from natural causes unrelated to heart disease or cancer.  Instead, 

most people die prematurely before they reach their prime age (or fertility age, as with 

child sacrifice).  

‗Modern diseases' are directly related to our overworked, stressful lives. The dreams of 

http://www.redicecreations.com/radio/2009/01jan/RICR-090122.php
http://educateyourself.org/nwo/nwopopcnsaglobal2000report10mar81.shtml


the 1960's included a four-day workweek and six-week vacations. But greedy 

exploitation of hard-working Americans destroyed this dream. The workweek 

expanded and vacation weeks were cut, even as real income declined.  Those healthy 

enough to work are being worked to death.  Ironically, The Economist published a 

story that "Japanese work themselves to death, literally…Japanese work about 1,780 

hours a year, slightly less than Americans (1800 hours a year)…"  (Jan. 10, 2008), 

In my article, ‗Baby Boomer Die-Off: There will be no Social Security Crisis‘ at 

(http://martharosecrow.blogspot.com/2009/01/baby-boomer-die-off-there-will-be-

no.html), I prove that middle-aged people are dying prematurely.  Depopulation is real, 

it is evil, it is happening and it is human sacrifice.  

But overwork, inadequate health care and stress diseases are not the only routes to 

premature death in America. If you want to know about how the puppet masters are 

depopulating America through secret human sacrifice by secret genocide, read Chapter 

10 of this book. 

======================================================= 

In most countries of the modern world, there are laws against human sacrifice, which 

is also considered ritual murder.  Murders are punished accordingly by law. So why 

are we born into a people-eat-people, human sacrifice planet?  Why are almost all of 

the systems of this planet so cruel, barbaric, super-macho, ruthlessly competitive, 

violent and anti-life?  

It all goes back to pre-historic times.  For millennia, almost all the people in charge of 

this world and its institutions have been psychopathic. There is a hidden reason for 

this: They are part of a secret race living among us. Before you throw this book down 

in disbelief, consider the numerous reports of aliens, alien abductions, demonic 

possessions and ghosts, and how they have grown in number as people have been able 

to communicate better. There is a tendency to dismiss any ‗belief‘ in exterior and 

infiltrated agents affecting earthly life. Being able to explain why a person might 

believe that such agents exist is considered ‗evidence‘ that the belief reflects mere 

imagination.  An article by Michael Shermer in Scientific American magazine (June, 

2009) posits that 

―As large-brained hominids…we infer agency behind the patterns we observe in a 

practice I call ―agenticity‖: the tendency to believe that the world is controlled by 

invisible intentional agents… (these) form the cognitive basis of shamanism, 

paganism, animism, polytheism, monotheism, and all modes of Old and New Age 

spiritualisms…‖ 

Having named the ―cognitive basis‖ the author and others then dismiss any chance that 

such cognitive processes might be accurate or authentic (though they may be): 

―Agenticity carries us far beyond the spirit world...Conspiracy theories predictably 

include hidden agents at work behind the scenes, puppet masters pulling political and 

economic strings as we dance to the tune of the Bilderbergers, the Rothschilds, the 

Rockefellers or the Illuminati…‖ 

http://martharosecrow.blogspot.com/2009/01/baby-boomer-die-off-there-will-be-no.html
http://martharosecrow.blogspot.com/2009/01/baby-boomer-die-off-there-will-be-no.html


Shermer and those like him conclude that, having applied the term ―cognitive error‖ to 

explain why people believe these things, there cannot be any substantial reason to 

assume that there really are ―puppet masters‖ and so forth.  Being able to describe why 

a belief is held becomes the reason to call the belief absurd: 

―There is now substantial evidence from cognitive neuroscience that humans readily 

find patterns and impart agency to them, well documented in the new book SuperSense 

(HarperOne, 2009) by University of Bristol psychologist Bruce Hood. Examples:.. 

Adults typically refuse to wear a mass murderer‘s sweater, believing that ―evil‖ is a 

supernatural force that imparts its negative agency to the wearer … A third of 

transplant patients believe that the donor‘s personality is transplanted with the organ.‖  

Instinct and our big brains helped us conquer the planet.  But we are supposed to be 

fools if we believe ―the Bilderbergers, the Rothschilds, the Rockefellers or the 

Illuminati‖ have power to harm us, and that any ‗evil‘ assigned to such should be 

treated as mere paranoia.  The weakness of this position is evident when we realize 

how much evil is in the world.  It seems Sherman and Hood forgot all about Adolph 

Hitler and his death camps. 

IV. 

Serpent Race, Serpent God & the Temple of Set 

 
 

I‘ve been telling people for years that we live in a human sacrifice temple (a giant 

Temple of Set) -- that people are being deliberately, and invisibly-but-tangibly 

sacrificed.  Imagine my surprise and horror when I found something in the mainstream 

media that said the same thing, but in another voice.  I almost fell off my chair from 

disbelief and had to watch it several times just to grasp that this cartoon film exposed 

the social secrets/rites hidden in the closet of humanity and revealed this taboo/hidden 

subject to a mainstream audience. 

Ironically, it‘s a South Park cartoon, Episode 1202 (Season 12) called ‗Britney‘s New 

Look‘.  You can watch it free at http://www.southparkstudios.com. 

It‘s startling how a lampooned Britney Spears is a secret sacrifice for ‗the harvest.‘ 

Ironically, evil uses the term ‗the harvest‘ when referring to us goyim, or human cattle. 

It‘s surprising to watch Stan, who is against Britney‘s hidden ritual sacrifice, become a 

supporter of it in the end. 

Many Gods 

 

http://www.southparkstudios.com/


I know this sounds cliché, but we are living on a battleground between good (life-

Light) and evil (death-Dark) forces.  The players in this uber (super) cosmic ‘war’ are 

gods of good and evil plus their creations (us),  and we are actual spiritual extensions 

of whichever god or goddess created them.   

 

Open your mind and think about origins.  Everything has an origin. We can think of 

the Gods as coming from the ‗Mysterious‘ Well of Gods, and that they self-create their 

own personalities, thus either vibrate high energies of Light or low energies of 

Darkness.  Gods are eternal; they cannot die. 

 

Gods can choose for themselves how they wish to think, and thus they choose how to 

govern their creations -- either by strict, psychopathic control using force (Darkness) 

or by patience, understanding and gentle guidance using the non-violent power of 

infinite love (Light). 

 

The demigods or ‗caretakers‘ controlling this world are not perfect.  Further, we‘ve 

been programmed to believe there is one ‗god‘ and that he is ‗perfect,‘ but the One 

Perfect God that multitudes have been taught to trust for millennia has primitive 

characteristics that create a gateway for the influx of evil. We‘ve been sold lies over 

the last two millennia to get us to believe in this raw, primeval God, because 

monotheism is a convenient people-control tool:  Universal religion means universal 

control of people.   

 

Religion and politics always lie in bed together: Priesthood mixes religion and politics, 

using its sacred/secret elements to wield power over others.  Their Power/Dominance 

and psychological manipulation places us deep enough into the dream state (and keeps 

us there) so we won‘t say anything or do anything about evil, including the human 

sacrifices going on around us in plain sight. 

 

Because gods are not perfect, they have problem gods within their ranks.  In my 

Dantean Journey, I have seen what Dante would have called levels.  Many demigods 

live on the 7
th

 density (level of Existence) that the ancient Greeks called Olympus.  

The demigods of Light live uncomfortably with the few gods of Darkness who reside 

on this level, unable to make these demigods of Darkness stop causing trouble for 

them.  The demigods of Light want them to go somewhere else and live, but how can 

you throw any kind of a god out of its legal home?   

 

I‘ve suspected for a long time that these issues of the gods (and other issues) are being 

settled in this realm of mortality where we find ourselves trapped.  The gods use us 

pawns to prove points and to win points.  This thinking and philosophy persists in the 

literature, ancient and current. 

 

There are two major gods of this planet: The Major God of Light (the Beautiful Mind) 

and the Major God of Darkness (the Cruel Mind) plus a smorgasbord of minor gods 

that serve one of the major gods.  Bear in mind that these ‗gods‘ are lesser gods 

compared to the ones at the absolute top.  Imagine thousands of levels of gods who 

have various degrees of power.  This Reality is at a bottom level with bottom gods and 

most of the bottom gods are oppressive and cruel, thus evil. 

 

The usual English translation places God in the plural: ―Then God said, "Let Us make 



man in Our image, according to Our likeness…‖ (Gen. 1:26) But the creation stories 

in the Bible use ‗Elohim‘ -- a god-word that can be singular or multiple, depending on 

the verb-- always accompanied by singular verbs. Elohim is a ‗creative‘ god who 

―broods‖ over a ruined and devastated planet.  

He then acts to re-form the earth into a place fit for human beings.  (see 

http://www.israelofgod.org/genesis.htm: ―The Genesis Creation). The two creation 

stories in Genesis confuse many, but a careful analysis suggests that a tremendous 

force of evil destroyed the earth that had been created previously, making it necessary 

to create it again. Thus ‗Man‘ may have been created twice.  We don‘t know what time 

gap existed between the two acts. Exegetically, the first ‗creation‘ is a sequence of 

events across the global sphere (13% of the verses dedicated to the creation of 

humans), while the second ‗creation‘ dedicates at least 76% of the text to the creation 

of humans and to the planting of an idyllic Eden for their habitat, where a personal 

relationship between Maker and Human begins, but is quickly corrupted by the 

Serpent.     

The Serpent, in fact, takes over the planet once again. That tells us a lot about the 

power of evil in this world.  

 

Jesus Christ, who said he was the gateway to the Father (the High God) said the God 

of this world was not ―Elohim‖ or ―the Father.‖ Jesus told Pilate, who was about to 

order his murder by torture, "My kingdom is not of this world. If it were, my servants 

would fight to prevent my arrest by the Jews. But my kingdom is from another place.‖ 

(John 18:36).   

 

Paul the Apostle wrote: ―For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against 

principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against 

spiritual wickedness in high places.‖ (Eph. 6:12)  This world doesn‘t belong to the 

‗good‘ God, though the teachings of the god of this world lead people to believe that 

rituals, wearing special clothing, saying certain prayers or following a myriad of  

religious laws will protect them.  Their eyes are closed. 

  

 

Set 

 

Set is the devil or Lucifer or the major god of evil. Nowhere in the Bible does it say 

that Set-an was a ‗fallen angel.‘  Bible apologists and other esoteric theologians came 

up with that theory to try to make Set-an seem to have less power than the monotheist 

god, as angels are Creations and servants of god: thus they are not as powerful as god.   

 

Set was an Egyptian god whose Priesthood can be traced to pre-dynastic times. Images 

of Set have been dated to around 3200 BCE, with astronomically-based estimates of 

inscriptions dating to 5000 BCE.  

 

Some historians of ancient history believe that Egyptian gods originally came from 

Mesopotamia, but in lieu of the time-line, it seems that serpent worship and the 

worship of other gods linked to human sacrifice was identical throughout the world at 

the same time.  Interestingly, Marduk, the chief god of the ancient Mesopotamians, 

appeared to mortals and his priests as a serpent.  

http://www.israelofgod.org/genesis.htm


 

Classical writers have described Egyptian sacrificial rites as witnessed in various 

lands. What is so very interesting is that in Ethiopia, Achilles Tatius reports a virgin 

with hands bound behind was led around an altar by a priest chanting an Egyptian 

hymn; then "all retired from the altar at a distance," the maiden was tied down, and a 

sword was first plunged into her heart and then slashed her lower abdomen from side 

to side. The remains were burned, cut to pieces, and eaten… 

http://www2.ida.net/graphics/shirtail/sacrific.htm.  

 

Set had the head of a ‗strange animal‘ and the body of a man, but he also appeared in 

the form of a monster serpent, and when he did, Set took with him as hell-pers a large 

number of small serpents and noxious creatures of various kinds.   

 

In Egyptian tradition, the god Seth or Set "stands for the forces of chaos and 

destruction, or energy misplaced. He was the manifestation of Apep or Typhon, 

opposers of the power of light." - Murray Hope, Practical Egyptian Magic 

 

Set is a shape-shifter and a name-changer. Set is represented by many symbols, 

including the serpent, bull, ram and owl.  He  also represented as a sun god, a rising 

sun and as a morning star.  Set‘s name, depiction and symbols can be found in secret 

societies, including the Masons (Seth). 

 

In the bible, Set is given these names of animals or creatures: 

The serpent (Genesis 3:1-2, 4, 13-14; 2Corinthians 11:3; Revelation 12:9, 14-15) 

Ancient serpent (Revelation 12:9; Revelation 20:2) 

The coiling serpent (Isaiah 27:1) 

The gliding serpent (Isaiah 27:1) 

The dragon (Revelation 12:4, 7, 13, 16-17; Revelation 20:2) 

Enormous red dragon (Revelation 12:3) 

The great dragon (Revelation 12:9) 

The monster of the sea (Isaiah 27:1) 

The wolf (John 10:12) 

 

Four of the above are serpents, three are dragons, one is a monster of the sea and one is 

a wolf.  All are predators without a Conscience.  All will kill and eat you. 

 

I have already proven that Set is the god of this world, and the god of the Bible for 

certain ancient prophets and priests (or their interpreters) speaking from its pages in 

Chapter Six of this Book.  The High God is elsewhere.  We‘re in a battle of light 

against darkness on this planet. And darkness won at least once, turning the human 

race into something so evil that the entire world was destroyed,  if the genesis story has 

any basis in reality. 

 

 

Two Races of Man 

http://www2.ida.net/graphics/shirtail/sacrific.htm
http://bible.gospelcom.net/cgi-bin/bible?language=English&version=NIV&search=&passage=Genesis+3:1-2,4,13-14
http://bible.gospelcom.net/cgi-bin/bible?language=English&version=NIV&search=&passage=2+Corinthians+11:3
http://bible.gospelcom.net/cgi-bin/bible?language=English&version=NIV&search=&passage=Revelation+12:9,14-15
http://bible.gospelcom.net/cgi-bin/bible?language=English&version=NIV&search=&passage=Revelation+12:9
http://bible.gospelcom.net/cgi-bin/bible?language=English&version=NIV&search=&passage=Revelation+20:2
http://bible.gospelcom.net/cgi-bin/bible?language=English&version=NIV&search=&passage=Isaiah+27:1
http://bible.gospelcom.net/cgi-bin/bible?language=English&version=NIV&search=&passage=Isaiah+27:1
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http://bible.gospelcom.net/cgi-bin/bible?language=English&version=NIV&search=&passage=John+10:12


 

Ancient texts, myths, archeological finds, and so forth, report that ancient people 

believed in many gods (either good or evil), plus they believed in two races of man: 

the serpent race who looked like and acted like their serpent god and the humanoid 

race that looked like and behaved like their god. 

In the form of man they amongst us,  

but only to sight were they as are men.  

Serpent-headed when the glamour was lifted  

but appearing to man as men among men.  

Crept they into the Councils,  

taking forms that were like unto men.  

Slaying by their arts  

the chiefs of the kingdoms,  

taking their form and ruling o'er man.  

Only by magic could they be discovered.  

Only by sound could their faces be seen.  

Sought they from the Kingdom of shadows  

to destroy man and rule in his place.  Emerald Tablet of Thoth, Tablet 8 

In Egyptian mythology, Apep (―Great Snake‖) was the personification of evil, in the 

form of a huge reptile. This evil deity of darkness and chaos was also known as the 

Dragon, the Serpent of the Nile, and the Evil Lizard. The foreign Hyksos rulers 

identified the god Set as Ra‘s protector against the Cosmic Serpent, Apep. But when 

the foreigners were deposed, Set was given Apep‘s title. For more than two thousand 



years, the god Set reigned as the primary symbol for the evil race of men as the 

serpent.  Set can be seen in the famous weighing of the soul picture in the ‗Book of the 

Dead‘ where he sits beside the scales waiting to devour the sinful soul of a condemned 

person. He is a half crocodile, half jackal/hyena.  

Reports about cosmic-origin serpent gods and serpent people date back to the earliest 

human writings, story telling and myths.  The Ancients left writings, statues, idols, 

human sacrifice altars, and more, about serpent races all over the planet that are still 

being discovered today.  In 1951 the archaeologist Sir Austin Layard discovered 

22,000 tablets, over 6,000 years old, from ancient Mesopotamia, Sumer and Babylon.  

 

One of these tablets, the Sumerian King List, tells the story of the god, Anu, chief god 

of an extraterrestrial race called the Anunnaki, and his sons, Enki and Enlil. It is clear 

…[that] at least some of these "gods", including Enki (also known as Ea), were 

reptilian in appearance. It is Enki who gave the first people the fruit of the tree of 

knowledge and who later saved humanity by warning a Noah-like figure of the great 

flood. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/esp_vida_alien_28.htm 

 

The Annunaki were gods who the Mesopotamian ancients believed created the 

heavens after a war with their mother, the Great Serpent Taimat, after which humans 

were created.  In the Bible, the ―sons of god‖ found mortal women beautiful, and so 

mated with ―the daughters of men‖ creating the Nephilim (giants) of the Bible. 

(Genesis 6:1-4)  Sometimes, the snake race and/or their children are called Nephilim.  

Many scholars and students of the esoteric believe this race of ―giants‖ could be the 

offspring of aliens or angels. Modern thought tilts in favor of aliens.  Both Genesis and 

The Book of Enoch say that this genetic corruption was yet another reason why God 

destroyed the world with a flood, for God stated that Noah was a just man, ―perfect 

amongst his generations‖ (plural)(Gen 6:6). 

 

The Perception of the Two Races of Man in Modern Times 

 

Many mystics and shamans of the modern era also identify two races of man: the ‗Pre-

Adamic‘ (belonging to the God of Evil, the god of Genesis One, which resulted in 

chaos and destruction),  and ‗Adamic‘ (belonging to the God of Good, the god of 

Genesis Two, where Eden was created for humankind).  Though Noah might have 

been ‗perfect‘ genetically, he had married, and later, ‗giants‘ continue to appear in the 

Bible (such as, ―the sons of Anak, which come of the giants‖ [Numbers 13:33] ―The 

Emim dwelt there in times past. A people great and many and tall as the Anakim." 

[Deuteronomy 2:11]). 

 

Many psychiatrists and psychologists further identify these two races as psychopathic 

(evil) or non-psychopathic (good -- the majority of people).  It has been estimated that 

five to six percent of the population are naturally born psychopaths, but the actual 

percentage may be higher because concealment may be useful, especially in the 

business world (Psychopathy: antisocial, criminal, and violent behavior, by Millon, 

Simonson, Birket, et al).  

 

Psychopaths basically have no Conscience and care only for themselves.  They are 

‗programmed‘ or ‗set‘ for cruelty (the mind of their god), and enjoy chaos, destruction 

and violent domination of others.  This domination can be ‗micro‘ as in dominating 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/serpents_dragons/boulay01e_a.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_sumer_annunaki.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/esp_vida_alien_28.htm


and/or bullying families, groups they belong to and co-workers, or with fellow 

psychopaths they can pursue a ‗macro‘ domination. 

 

Psychopaths are ruthless in their quest for power and will use people and do anything 

(lie, cheat, steal, murder, extort, so forth) to climb the steps of ladders to power.  That 

is why almost every institution (including government) is run by them or by 

‗secondary psychopaths‘ -- people who were born mentally (and spiritually) healthy 

but became infected with the disease of evil and took the psychopath option. 

 

As for lacking Souls, I have read many articles about psychopaths where psychiatrists, 

psychologists and other professionals say that these people seemingly don‟t have 

Souls.  Psychics, shamans, occultists and others report that in psychopaths they see, 

instead of Light, a dark light in the midst of black ether.   

 

Because most people are taught disinformation and misinformation by the institutions 

of the world, and because predator evil prefers to remain hidden, most people are not 

aware of two ‗races‘.  This is because we‘re told (again) there is only one god,that 

created all men, and that ‗everyone‘ is born good. So it takes a long time for people to 

put the pieces of the truth together and figure out what is really going on. 

 

There are many books and places on the Internet claiming that a pure serpent/lizard 

race lives inside the earth, and YouTube is filled with peoples‘ accounts of seeing 

‗lizard people‘ peer through the windows of their house, or that they saw them while 

they were out walking or driving.  These sightings, and the multitude of similar myths 

from the past, argue that we are not alone.  Many people express an awareness of this 

other race (and its various forms) as living among us or in inhabiting the next plane.  

This other race is called the serpent race, ‗reptilians,‘ dragon people, lizard people, 

‗lizzies‘, and so forth.    

 

If you search ‗reptilian humanoid‘ on Wikipedia, you will see that all ancient cultures 

around the world believed in them.  Snakes, of course, are reptilian. Some people 

claim inside knowledge: 

 

According to writer David Icke, 7-foot (2.1 m) tall, blood-drinking reptilian humanoids 

from the star system Alpha Draconis are the force behind a worldwide conspiracy 

directed at humanity. The reptilians maintain their control through the generation of 

fear and negative emotion, which is food to these entities, by manufacturing conflicts, 

primarily wars. He contends that most of the world's leaders are in fact related to 

these reptilians. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reptilian_humanoid 

To those who object, what‘s ‗impossible‘ about mixing two species of creatures?  We 

can do it today. Gene-splicing using human genes inserted into sheep, mice, and 

chickens is being conducted by scientists right now: 

Signs of the Times: A mouse with a mostly human immune system, designed by 

Stanford researchers to test AIDS drugs. Sheep whose livers are 80 percent human, 

created by scientists at The University of Nevada …The libertarian magazine Reason 

pondering the pressing question, “Would eating a liver composed chiefly of human 

liver cells grown in a sheep be cannibalism?”…Robert Streiffer, a bioethicist, 

wondering what‘s wrong with hybridizing humans and chimps to create a talking 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Icke
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alpha_Draconis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conspiracy_theory#Extraterrestrials
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reptilian_humanoid


―humanzee.‖ Review: ―Cowgirls and Werebabes: When Porn Leaps the Species 

Barrier‖ by Mark Dery. 

http://www.pgw.com/catalog/catalog.asp?DBKey=308&CatalogKey=546280&Action

=View&Index=Page&Book=581272&Order=309   

Whether our DNA was corrupted or not, there is evidence all across this planet that 

early man believed in serpent people and serpent gods.  They left figures and statues of 

them that are still being dug up by archaeologists.  And there is evidence all over this 

world about the ancient snake cults.  Snake-shaped earth mounds exist all over the 

world.  My relatives have lived for generations by the Serpent Mound of Ohio. 

 

 
 

Other Helpers in this Cosmic Drama 

 

There are helpers in this holo-deck or hologram.  I‘ve known that the universe and all 

its contents existed as a hologram for a long time, and now science has convincingly 

postulated this, as START winner Daniel Grumiller of the Institute of Theoretical 

Physics, Vienna, has explained:  

 

          ―A hologram, as you find it on bank notes or credit cards, appears to show a three 

dimensional picture, even though in fact it is just two-dimensional,” Grumiller 

explains. This “holographic principle” plays an important role in the physics of space 

time.” (http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/02/090203081609.htm ) 

 

Instead of postulating additional dimensions, Grumiller and others believe that our 

universe could in fact be described by less than four dimensions. 

 

We may be living in ―The Matrix‖ after all. From my Dantean experience, I can tell 

you that the hell-pers of evil are demons who can dwell between dimensions.  The 

helpers of good are Spirits and Angels who operate from the Spirit World (5
th

 density) 

or between dimensions.  They and demons also operate in the material realm (3
rd

 

density). 

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/02/090203081609.htm


 

Then there are the ‗projectionists‘, those beings that operate the hologram.  A friend 

told me recently about his friend who met some of those projectionists.  The guy found 

a crack in a rock face and went inside.  He was sucked up into a worm hole and found 

himself outside of the universe in a control booth.  The man said the beings he saw in 

the control room were intelligent and friendly and they explained that they were 

controlling the hologram.  

 

People regarded as ‗sane‘ are experiencing things never before described.  There are 

billions of people in the world now.  Are we discovering  anomalies such as Jim 

Carrey did in Peter Weir‘s film, The Truman Show?   

 

The Serpent or the Evil Seed 
 

He who does not carry demonic seeds within him will  

                         never give birth to a new world.  Adolph Hitler 

http://peeringthrough.blogspot.com/ 

 

“The [original] myth in any primitive society…is not a fairy tale but a reality lived. 

Myths are human experience… the wisdom of the forefathers speaking… In the 

theories of the eminent Swiss psychologist, Karl Jung, the fantasies of the collective 

unconscious stem from the actual experiences of ancient ancestors… I have even been 

led to muse on the fact that the usual depiction of the double helix representing DNA is 

remarkably similar to the ancient depiction of the serpents guarding the world tree, a 

figure still found in the caduceus.” 

   (Robert T. Mason, PhD, DD, The Divine Serpent in Myth and Legend) 

Mason notes that ―in what is now Zimbabwe, there is the legend of the creation of 

humanity. The first man, Mwuetsi [moon] was created by Mwari, the high god. [One 

of his wives] Morongo, gave birth to snakes, scorpions, lions, and all other creatures 

which harm man. After this, the Great Serpent became ruler and husband of Morongo 

and fathered a great tribe.‖ 

Serpent gods who have human offspring are found in myths worldwide.  Ulanji is the 

divine snake ancestor of the Binbinbea people in northern Australia. Indian texts 

mention a reptilian race called the ―Sarpa‖ (Devanagan). Reptilian gods were feared 

and worshipped, while the dragon and serpent still signify a royal lineage and divine 

heritage in many Asian countries.  In the West, the serpent represents wisdom, 

prophesy and knowledge.  An ancient account of a serpent race is found in Sumerian 

tablets: 

 

Mother Hubur, who fashions all things, 
Contributed an unfaceable weapon: she bore giant snakes, 
Sharp of tooth and unsparing of fang(?). 
She filled their bodies with venom instead of blood. 
She cloaked ferocious dragons with fearsome rays 
And made them bear mantles of radiance, made them godlike. 

(translation supplied by Dr. Robert Giusepe and F. Roy Willis) 

http://history-world.org/sumeria.htm) 

http://peeringthrough.blogspot.com/
http://history-world.org/sumeria.htm


These giant snakes were allies of the Great Serpent Taimat, who plotted evil against 

her own children, the gods.  She and her monsters were overthrown by Marduk, after 

which humans were formed to take up the work of the gods. But what happened to the 

monsters? 

 The Internet has websites stating that a serpent race came from the galaxy Alpha 

Draconis, chased here to earth by humanoid aliens in this quadrant of the universe.  

The alien humanoids blew up a planet near Jupiter to form the Van Allen Belt and the 

asteroid belt around our solar system so the serpent race would be imprisoned on earth.  

These accounts go on to say that subsequently, for whatever reasons, the serpent race 

mingled --infused their DNA-- with the humans living on earth,  infecting them with 

an evil seed that all of us carry in varying degrees.  If this is true, if we have strong 

serpent DNA and mate with someone who also carries strong serpent DNA, we beget 

psychopathic children or serpent race children.   

 

Some websites teach The Serpent Seed doctrine -- that in the Garden of Eden, the 

serpent (the devil) had sexual relations with Eve.  The result was that she bore Cain.  

The descendents of Cain are called Kenites.  Abel, however, is the result of Adam and 

Eve having relations…(http://www.carm.org/religious-movements/shepherds-

chapel/serpent-seed-and-kenites).   

 

However, the translation used to obtain this interpretation is seriously flawed.  Equally 

flawed are the linguistic gymnastics offered by Zecharia Sitchin (Genesis Revisited) 

He contends that the serpent-god Enki formed Adam by crossing the genes of a 

hominid species with the gods.  Despite the problems with some Internet websites, 

cross-species intercourse with an alien race that is serpent-like, and the connections 

made with pure evil are so persistent throughout the history of the human race -- from 

continent to continent -- that we dare not dismiss these stories as worthless myths.   

 

Troy turned out to be real. For centuries, the ‗myth‘ of Troy was thought to represent 

mere story-telling, until Troy was discovered by Heinrich Schliemann in 1873.  We 

have Gigantopithecus, an extinct genus of ape that existed as recently as three-

hundred thousand years ago in Asia. Gigantopithecus lived in the same time frame and 

geographical location as several hominid species. ―The fossil record suggests that the 

Gigantopithecus blacki species were the largest apes that ever lived, standing up to 

3 metres (9.8 ft) and weighing up to 540 kilograms (1,200 lb)‖. source:  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gigantopithecus.   

 

We have to delve deeper.  

In ancient days, there were many Gnostic sects related to one-god theologies and 

Platonism.  The Jewish Gnostics believed in the evil serpent seed: 

Jewish Gnostics concluded that there were two races, the pure and undefiled seed of 

Seth, which avoid sexual intercourse, and the children of Cain, given over to lust, sin, 

evil and damnation.  These two races must not intermingle. ... 

 

The Gnostics knew themselves to be the 'other seed,' the progeny of Seth who 

was born to Adam and Eve after she had successfully escaped the lustful 

attacks of the ignorant creator...(Sethian Gnosticism and the Platonic Tradition, 

John D. Turner, p. 236) 

http://www.carm.org/religious-movements/shepherds-chapel/serpent-seed-and-kenites
http://www.carm.org/religious-movements/shepherds-chapel/serpent-seed-and-kenites
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extinction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ape
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fossil_record
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gigantopithecus


 

Many ancient Gnostics believed in two gods: one of good and one of evil. They also 

believed in the serpent race and the race of the God of the Light.  They believed that 

the world was in control of the serpent people and their god. So we see the same 

pattern, reappearing.  

But in early Christian history, several Gnostic groups believed that the organized 

Church, as well as most of the Old Testament texts, came from Satan. The Church, of 

course, labeled these Gnostics ‗heretics‘ and burned their scrolls and books as well as 

the ‗heretics‘ themselves.  Many Gnostics have seen the blade of a Christian sword 

over the millennia as well.  The world has been forced for many thousands of years to 

believe in death-focused religions by the threats and weapons of the gods of death. 

"Orthodox Christians assembled the Bible not to bring all the gospels together, 

but rather to encourage uniformity. …By prohibiting and burning any other 

writings, the Catholic Church eventually gave the impression that this Bible 

and its four canonized Gospels represented the only original Christian view. 

And yet, as late as 450, Theodore of Cyrrhus said that there were at least 200 

different gospels circulating in his own diocese. Even the Catholic 

Encyclopedia now admits that the "idea of a complete and clear-cut canon of 

the New Testament existing from the beginning... has no foundation in 

history." 
(Helen Ellerbe, The Dark Side of Christian History, p.16, pub. A.D.1995) 

When the early Christians burned ancient libraries with ancient texts, they almost 

obliterated all writing --thus history and evidence -- of the serpent race. 

Moreover, during the ‗early years‘ of the Church, representatives of the Church 

destroyed pagan temples while building their major, mega Christian temple (the 

Vatican) on the site of an ancient pagan temple.  It is rumored that human sacrifices 

occurred in this ancient temple. 

After the fall of Rome, the world was plunged into the ―Dark Ages‖ where only the 

‗holy‘ Roman Church held the remnants of the deposit of knowledge, shaped to its 

particular beliefs, which held sway until the Renaissance.  The Church purposely tried 

to erase all the wisdom, history, philosophy and everything else that didn‘t jive with 

Church propaganda, their select Bible, dogma and teachings.  Again, the Church did 

this with force: they purged the memories and remnants of knowledge, so few people 

would remember the old gods, religions, civilizations, and so forth. 

But they could not remove every trace of the ancient myths. There are many stories in 

the Bible about human sacrifice connected with the serpent seed.  The biblical story of 

Cain is the first story.  

Cain and Abel were the first two sons of Adam and Eve.  Cain was a farmer and Abel 

was a shepherd. At harvest time, Cain brought the god of the Bible a gift of his farm 

produce, though he knew he was supposed to bring a sacrifice of flesh.  (The cruel 

sacrifice of flesh would later be done away with through Christ‘s sacrifice: he released 

doves, rams, red heifers and other sacrificial animals at the Temple, and threw down 

the tables where Roman money was exchanged for Temple coinage. The original 

Christians taught that Christ was the ‗final blood sacrifice.‘)  

Unlike Cain, Abel offered the best cuts of meat, along with the fatty parts, from his 



best lambs.  God accepted Abel's blood offering, but rejected Cain's non-bloody 

offering. Cain, full of jealousy, then slew Abel in premeditated murder (according to 

the Bible, Cain deceived Abel, asking him to walk with him in the fields). Abel‘s 

innocent blood, God told Cain, cried out from the earth. But instead of slaying Cain in 

an eye-for-an-eye manner, God ‗marked‘ Cain so everyone would know he was a 

murderer who could not be touched. Some legends say his skin was made white as 

leprosy, or resembled a reptile‘s skin. 

Whether it was an official human sacrifice or unofficial sacrifice, any murder is human 

sacrifice.  But there might be more to this. Maybe Cain offered his brother up to 'god' 

when grain and fruit weren't good enough, since that ‗god‘ would only take blood 

offerings. Maybe Abel was real tasty to ‗god‘ because Cain didn't suffer any real 

consequences for his evil act of Evil Executioner.  Cain wasn't executed for his evil 

deed and he didn't suffer, because he went on to found a city called Chanoch, and had 

a son he named Enoch. If Cain had any kind of a Conscience, he would have named 

the city 'Abel' or made some other kind of monument to the brother that he slew in 

jealousy and rivalry. 

It is possible, if there was a real Cain, that he was a product of  Eve‘s intercourse with 

a Serpent being (Lucifer) and she gave birth to Cain as a result.  The Bible does not 

say it was a snake that was cursed, but a Serpent, a creature that stood erect before it 

was cursed: ―You will henceforth crawl on your belly and you will eat dust all the days 

of your life.‖ (Gen. 3:14).  

 

As for a Serpent God raping a mortal woman (Eve), the ancient texts, religious texts 

and myths tell us that gods rape women.  More, women abducted by aliens insist that 

they are impregnated and/or that their eggs are taken from them. 

We are programmed to believe that gods are 'sexless.' Monotheism always represented 

a male.  But if you read ancient Roman or Greek theology, you will learn real fast that 

gods and goddesses from Olympus were always coming down to earth to have sex 

with mortals, and many times, got someone pregnant, or a goddess got pregnant.   

Hercules was the son of Jupiter, the supreme god of Olympus, and of Alcmene, a 

mortal married woman. Juno, the wife of Jupiter, hated Hercules because she could see 

the future and knew that Hercules would be the most famous and successful of 

Jupiter's many illegitimate children.  



Juno delayed Hercules‘ birth and then, when he was finally born, sent two large snakes 

to kill him as he lay in his crib. Hercules was so strong that he strangled the snakes, 

one in each hand. The image of the infant Hercules strangling the snakes was 

extremely popular in early Rome.  

The Hercules story not only tells us that gods and goddesses have sex with us lowly 

mortals, but they‘re horny, fertile, jealous, interfering and murderers (the snakes in 

Hercules‘ baby bed) plus they deceive and play games with mortals.  The goddess 

Juno made Hercules go mad so that he killed his own children. Hercules then had to 

atone for murdering his children by completing his famous ‗Twelve Labors.   

It should be noted here that according to mythology, Chronos, the father of Zeus, ate 

most of his children. All these myths at the very least depict the same terrors that fill 

fairytales from the Middle Ages, revealing the darkest ancient corners of our 

communal memories.   

 

It could very well be true that Eve was raped by the serpent or one of his organic 

portals.  Whether it happened in the ‗garden of Eden‘ or elsewhere, the myths and 

stories show that we have a communal memory that a serpent race put some of their 

DNA in us.  

 

But why tinker with our DNA?  Why put their evil seed in us?  To make organic 

vehicles (bodies) viable for demonic possession by the creatures of Set.  A newborn 

baby, to be possessed easily, must have strong snake DNA.  A baby without strong 

snake DNA can be given a Soul by the God of the Light. 

 

Vampires 

 

Everything I‘m writing next uses words, but because words don‘t express the 

dynamics, the physics, I‘m creating a ‗picture‘ for you of what I mean by ‗vampires.‘ 

Because Darkness vibrates on low frequencies, it cannot make its own energy/fuel as 

Light can (it vibrates on higher frequencies).  Set, his serpent race and his demons are 

vampiric: they must steal the Light of the Souled for spiritual fuel.  More, it is our 

Light that fuels the hologram.   

 

You‘d be surprised how much Light we produce, but most of that is stolen and almost 

all of us don‘t know it. The theft of Light is usually done in two ways.  The first way is 

when the serpents use snake-like tendrils from their ether spirit and suck out our Light.  

The other way is when they use ‗extractors‘ that are conical, worm holes that move 

across the sky, ‗harvesting‘ our Light, particularly when we are asleep or grouped 

together.  I call these extractors ‗cosmic vacuums‘.  These ‗little tornadoes‘ (that‘s 

what they look like) are invisible to many Souled people because their Third Eyes are 

closed or they deny what they are seeing. 

 



 
Kirlian Photography: Aura of a Person Before and After Being Drained  

by a Psychic Vampire 

http://www.llewellynjournal.com/article/513 

 

A later study funded by the Parapsychology Foundation of New York not only 

confirmed the findings of our earlier research, it showed that certain persons 

were highly skilled at deliberately tapping into and directly feeding upon the 

aura of others. By draining energy from another person's aura, these so-called 

psychic vampires not only deplete the aura's energy resources, they interrupt 

the capacity of the aura's central core to generate new energy, particularly when 

the interaction is prolonged. Consistent with our earlier findings, direct 

observations of the aura as well as aura photographs taken before and after a 

psychic vampire interaction showed the victim's aura becoming severely de-

energized and constricted following an attack while the vampire's aura became 

energized and expansive. http://www.llewellynjournal.com/article/513 

 

 

Connecting Cannibalism and Human Sacrifice With Set and His Serpent Race 

 

First of all, remember that cannibalism depends on human sacrifice.  Those are 

connected.  Human sacrifice can be ritualistic or non-ritual, apparent or ‗invisible‘.  

 

Set and his crew are not only psychic vampires or spiritual parasites, Set is a blood 

thirsty god.  He has always demanded human sacrifice since the beginning.  Set likes 

to eat human flesh, too.  He tastes it through his human agents, the pre-Adamics that 

are also called organic portals.    

 

Another reason why there is human sacrifice is because Set likes to hurl insults to the 

God of the Light by tormenting and killing the Souled.  The rituals for ritual human 

sacrifice symbolically mock and insult the goodness of the Adamics and their God.    

 

Human sacrifice is about power.  It is a show of power (symbol) of the serpents and 

their Serpent god over the Adamic race and their (our) God.    

 



After the main ritual of incantations for the human sacrifice, comes the murder of the 

victim/s, the inhaling/consumption of the andrenalinechrome (a chemical from the 

pineal gland that is generated from the victim‘s fright – giving the leader a rich, evil 

high), the subsequent drinking of blood in a ‗holy‘ chalice and the eating of flesh.    

 

Then the sex ‗party‘ starts, which is also part of the ritual. An orgy follows afterwards. 

There is a sex ritual performed on the altar in a dark, twisted form of a ‗sacred 

marriage‘ re-enactment between the evil god and mortal female (a symbolic Eve, but 

this Eve is eve-ill).  A human male becomes a portal for the devil and the devil‘s spirit 

fills/possesses him. Thinking is absorbed into a hypnotic state.  

 

The female counterpart to this ‗sacred marriage‘ is usually a high priestess or an evil 

female who is in estrus (ovulating).  The evil god – through the male portal - and 

female have intercourse. Any child who is conceived on the evil altar will be 

considered ‗sacred‘ and is thought to be born a very evil person, though some have 

escaped this fate (e.g., Satan's Underground: The Extraordinary Story of One 

Woman's Escape  by Johanna Michaelson).  

 

Remember, the ancients always believed that gods had sex with mortals.  It‘s in their 

ancient literature and myths.  The New Testament says that the ‗holy spirit‘ came upon 

the Virgin Mary to make her pregnant (Matt. 1:18, 20; Luke 1:35; 

Gal. 4:29).   

 

Since gods do not have bodies, they probably go through male mortals (Pre-

Adamics/organic portals) to have sex with women (and men) through the portals. 

 

Such gods never hold to the same principles and morals that humans are held to.  They 

will give us laws but won‘t obey those laws themselves.  One of these laws they don‘t 

obey is the act of incest.  If your god ‗comes upon‘ you, then it‘s literally your ‗father‘ 

that is having sex with you.   

 

The incident with Mary is with a tripartate Being, skirting that issue, but it strains 

scriptures and prophesies to bring forth the Trinitarian God.  Sir Isaac Newton, who 

wrote that masterpiece of mathematics -- Principia Mathematica -- couldn‘t account 

for a three-part Christian God.  It took Church Doctors to do that. 

 

Because the predator serpent race prefers to remain hidden, because their blood god 

Set requires oceans of blood, and because the Pre-Adamics fear an uprising by the 

Adamics if exposed, most human sacrifices are carried out non-formally, with the 

causes of death being blamed as something else. I wrote about this ‗indirect‘ human 

sacrifice in Part 3 of this chapter. 

 

The Temple of Set 

 

This whole planet has been designed since ancient times to be a human sacrifice 

machine and a network of evil systems for Set and his serpent race.  We are living in a 

Temple of Set.   
 

Look around you with an open mind and see how everything, including governments, 

economic systems, religions, and the rest are institutionalized evil.  Do some research 

http://www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/search-handle-url?%255Fencoding=UTF8&search-type=ss&index=books-uk&field-author=Johanna%20Michaelson


and see how almost every person with a Soul is cut down before their prime.  Almost 

every death on this planet has now become a secret human sacrifice of some kind or 

another.  Serpent god worship and its ensuing human sacrifices are very old. 

 

In October of 2006, Archaeologists discovered what seems to be the remains of the 

world's earliest religious worship site in the remote Ngamiland region of Botswana. 

The Tsodilo Hills are a sacred place for the local San people, who call them the 

"Mountains of the Gods" and the "Rock That Whispers".  

 

Archaeologists found a mysterious rock that resembled the head of a huge python with 

a secret chamber behind it.  On the six meter long by two meter tall rock, they found 

three to four hundred indentations that could only have been man-made.  Thousands of 

spearheads had been ritually burned at this python snake site that is estimated to be 

70,000 years old. 

 

 
 

So far, serpent worship is the oldest identifiable religion on earth because the ancients 

didn‘t leave any evidence of nature worship or any other kind of worship. 

 

According to the Bible, the Hebrews worshiped serpents down to the days of King 

Hezekiah, who abolished idols. 

 

The ‘Oldest’ known African human sacrifice. “The tomb of a 5,500-year-old 

man surrounded by three sacrificed humans, two dogs and exquisite ceramics 

were exhumed north of Khartoum by Neolithic expert Jacques Reinhold and 

his 66-year-old Austrian wife. “This is the oldest proof of human sacrifice in 

Sudan, in Egypt, in Africa,” Reinhold told reporters next to the remains in El 

Kadada village… http://anthropology.net/2008/02/19/the-oldest-known-

african-human-sacrifice/ 

Human sacrifice is on the rise. The APEC [American Psychological 

Evaluation Corporation] study monitored 872 religions, cults, orders, and 

societies. Of these, 381 were formed within the past five years. Of the latter 

group, 58 were organizations that espouse or feature human sacrifice. Previous 

studies of such groups have revealed a 285 percent rise in the number of human 

sacrifice-friendly groups since 1991. The explosion of so-called "New Age" 

religions and the growing popularity of parlor divinations such as table tipping, 

http://anthropology.net/2008/02/19/the-oldest-known-african-human-sacrifice/
http://anthropology.net/2008/02/19/the-oldest-known-african-human-sacrifice/


astrology, and nephrology point to a quasi-mystical frenzy sweeping the world. 

Seeking answers in arcane mysticism and nonrational behavior is generally 

regarded as a stress reaction induced by the complexities of modern industrial 

society. But the growing popularity of human sacrifice is not easily explained 

by any standard sociological model. http://www.fright.com/vmoon/6_19a.html 

 

'My daughter was killed for human sacrifice’ (October 9, 2008 )Lucknow: 

The body of a six-year-old girl was found near a temple in Uttar Pradesh, 

police said on Thursday. The girl's father has alleged she was killed as part of a 

human sacrifice ritual… http://www.dnaindia.com/report.asp?newsid=1196725 

Vicious video games, depictions of brutality and evil in movies and on live TV, 

YouTube atrocities, wars, unchecked corporate greed that exploits human needs, 

slavery, a worldwide attack against human rights, human trafficking, and corrupt 

governments are all factors that convince human beings that they are only animals, 

and, therefore, it‘s just a Darwinian Game where anything goes, including the 

cannibalism and human all around us. 

V. 

Sacred Executioners & Disposable Victims 
 

There is an ancient system of apparent and occult (hidden) human sacrifice that is still 

operating today (same leopard, different spots).  Someone has to do the killing and 

someone (individual or group) has to die.   

 

The killer is wrapped in mystique,  ‗sacredness‘ and even romanticism.  This system is 

best described by Peter Myers, in his excellent paper, ‗Hyam Maccoby, The Sacred 

Executioner‟. (http://mailstar.net/maccoby.html) 

 

In modern times, ‗sacred executions‘ are still done individually and collectively. The 

Sacred Executioner can be an individual or is a composite of a group or groups and/or 

institutions, including societies, political organizations, commerce/economic 

organizations, the military, and so forth. 

 

The Sacred Executioner of all the modern sacrificial institutions is masked.  The 

Sacred Executioner seemingly dwells in the dream world because of ‗myth‘ and the 

deliberate hiding of the serpent race, god and culture. But the Sacred Executioner is 

very real.  You could ask the victims, this but they‘re all dead (executed). 

 

„Hyam Maccoby, The Sacred Executioner‟ is lengthy.  To keep this article as short as 

possible, I‘ve truncated the highlights and the [ ]  are mine: 

 

A figure in mythology that has received little attention is that of the Sacred 

Executioner. By this I mean the figure of a person (either a god or a 

human being) who slays another person, and as a result is treated as both 

sacred and accursed.  

Commonly, such a person in myth is ejected from society and condemned to 

http://www.fright.com/vmoon/6_19a.html
http://www.dnaindia.com/report.asp?newsid=1196725
http://mailstar.net/maccoby.html


long wanderings; yet he is also regarded as having special privileges, such as 

being protected from attack and having his life prolonged beyond the average. 

There are many variations on this pattern; sometimes the person is treated as 

more sacred than accursed, sometimes as more accursed than sacred.... 

…In general, rituals are earlier than myths…Myths often arose in order to 

explain a ritual; often too, they became detached from the ritual, which had 

become obsolete, and functioned simply as stories for poets or playwrights, 

though such stories also had a ritual function, being recited at festivals, and 

being regarded as holy writ.  

Ritual is not the only source of myth, which may arise from a historical event; 

yet in the background of such a transformation the influence of the ancient 

ritual may often be felt, arising from a fundamental need for placation and 

expiation in the face of unmanageable fear…. 

Thus a story based on fact, by being interpreted in a way consonant with 

ancient sacrificial ritual, may actually take the place of that ritual and 

function in such a way that it is as if the ritual were being perpetually 

performed. The best example of this is the case of Jesus, whose death was 

interpreted as the sacrifice of a man-god, the placation of an angry father-

god and the expiation of otherwise unpardonable sins; the blame for the 

shocking but necessary sacrifice was borne by a whole nation, the Jews (though 

crystallized in the individual form of Judas), who were given the role of a 

collective Sacred Executioner…. 

The historical reality that lies behind all these stories, I shall argue, is the 

institution of human sacrifice... 

For human sacrifice seems almost never to have been unaccompanied by 

guilt on the part of the society in which it occurred and by a consequent 

desire to shift the blame, despite the desperate need that was felt to 

accomplish the deed. How do we know then, that ritual sacrifice is the real 

subject of the myth? This is betrayed [portrayed not betrayed] by the 

equivocal character of the story.  Some good consequence will be seen to 

flow from the slaying: a city will be founded, or a nation will be 

inaugurated, or a famine will be stayed, or a people will be saved from the 

wrath of the gods, or a threatening enemy will be defeated. Such good 

consequences are exactly the results that were hoped for by the 

performance of human sacrifice.  

If the slaying is blamed entirely on accident [such as chemtrails, capitalism, 

„democracy‟, and so forth], then nobody will be blamed; but usually the slaying 

is attributed to malevolence on the part of the slayer. In this case, the hidden 

character of the story is betrayed by the equivocal nature of the punishment 

meted out to the slayer. He will be cursed, but not put to death; he will acquire 

special magic powers; he will be driven out of society, but special pains taken 

to ensure that he survives. By taking the blame for the slaying, he is performing 

a great service to society, for not only does he perform the deed, but he takes 



upon himself the blame for it, and thus absolves society as a whole completely 

from the guilt of a slaying for which they, in fact, are responsible and by which, 

in theory at least, they benefit... 

How can a Sacred Executioner be ‗sacred‘ if he is serving a god of evil and death?  But 

the idea and symbolism of a Sacred Executioner appeases the guilt of the Collective 

Souled who let ‗allowed‘ human sacrifice happen.  Somehow, murderers have become 

‗mystical‘ persons who will do the dirty job of murder for the ‗benefit‘ of others.   

The victims of sacrifice also become ‗mystical‘ in the Collective Mind.  ‗Mystical‘ 

means occult: spiritually symbolic and obscure in meaning.  And in this mix of 

mysticism, the Sacred Executioner becomes a (dark) ‗hero‘ where the human sacrifice 

is just another disposable victim and nothing more. 

The Executioner, the ritual (formal or informal, direct or indirect) and the victim/s are 

occult as ‗occult‘ means hidden or obscure.  That is because the people of the world are 

under layers upon layers of dark hypnosis for mind and spiritual control plus they are 

programmed to avoid the real reality but accept and/or believe in the reality they‘re told 

to accept and/or believe in by their serpent masters.   

Moreover, since the subjects of cannibalism, of the serpent god and his race, human 

sacrifice and the rest are taboo, nobody really wants to talk about these taboo subjects 

because they are frightening.  It might make people uncomfortable as their Consciences 

may start to bother them, or people are too busy dreaming in their deep hypnotic state, 

and prefer that to dealing with the real reality. 

This serpent death world is wrapped in cabbage-like layers of superstition.  People 

ignore or deny the evil around them, believing if they ignore or deny the evil, that 

it will leave them alone and go down the road and claim someone else for the blood 

thirst of the vampire god and his vampire agents.   

The taboo subjects of evil, serpents, cannibalism and human sacrifice are pushed deep 

into the back of the mind and psyche.  This makes the subjects and reality surreal, thus 

dream-like and less tangible.   

The Sacred Executioner, his hell-pers (including supporters) and the victim/s involved 

usually remain faceless and nameless.  This helps to keep evil ‗invisible‘ or hidden in 

the minds of the Village. The Sacred Executioner, plus the secret human sacrifice ritual 

and sacrificed victims, are not only symbols of the occult because they are hidden, they 

are symbols of other things. 

The Sacred Executioner wields the power of life and death -- another important symbol 

of dark power.  On the other hand, the victims are symbols of powerlessness because 

they‘re hypnotized, drugged, tied up (ritual human sacrifice) and they‘re terrified. 

The Sacred Executioner is the symbol of the predator and the symbol of the 

parasite. The sacrificed is the symbol of the prey.  The sacrificed victim/s are also 

symbols of the serfs‘/slaves‘ blood payment to the hidden ‗lord‘ of this world, Set. 



The facelessness of the Sacred Executioner, hell-pers and victims are symbols in 

themselves because they represent shadows.  Predators hide in the shadows, plus they 

hide their deeds in the shadows.  The facelessness is also symbolic of the veils the 

serpents put on the psyche of the Mind. 

Another symbol is that the Sacred Executioner gets to live while his victims have to die, 

showing who gets priority to live in this world. 

The Sacred Executioner (state or religious murderer) is considered ‗holy‘ while the 

victim/s are not.  They are the lambs (as in children) or sheeple (as in adults) who must 

die in magical blood payments to Set.   

Sometimes, the victims of sacrifice are considered ‗martyrs‘.  Christ falls into this 

category.  But with few exceptions, the names and faces of the sacrificed are never 

remembered and forgotten. 

No matter what the serpents sell you (literal snake oil) to escape your Conscience, no 

matter how much you try to wash your hands of blood like Pontius Pilate tried to, the 

blood remains.  

America is responsible for the disappearance of hundreds of millions of lives on the 

planet because of its imperial ambitions.  Although the common people are mostly 

against the human sacrifice methods used to force and enforce empire, they still have 

the blood of the murdered on their hands.   

Mark Hertzgaard said, ―Americans cannot escape a certain responsibility for what is 

done in our name around the world. In a democracy, even one as corrupted as ours, 

ultimate authority rests with the people. We empower the government with our votes, 

finance it with our taxes, bolster it with our silent acquiescence. If we are passive in the 

face of America's official actions overseas, we in effect endorse them.‖  

Blood on the hands - acceptance or silence of all the things the Brotherhood of the 

Serpent does – is another way to weave you into the Serpent Systems that control this 

world today. 

Set and his serpent race use fear to control us physically, mentally, psychically, 

emotionally and spiritually.  When we begin to understand who and what they are and 

overcome our fear of them, they no longer have control over us.   When we organize 

collectively, we can overthrow the serpent slave masters and their system of systems. 

••••••••••••• 

NOTE: 

When I originally wrote this article, I did not identify the ‗Sacred‘ Executioners and this 

occurred to me the other night when I was listening to a radio interview of Tom 

Hartmann who recently wrote a book called ‗The Crisis of Western Culture‘.  In this 

book, Hartmann identifies ‗sociopaths‘ as conscienceless persons who make the dirty 



decisions to do the dirty jobs of corporations, including killing people.  Hartmann 

explains this is why these people are rewarded with extremely high salaries, perks and 

other rich compensation. 

Hartmann has identified these evildoers with the wrong title.  They are not sociopaths 

but are psychopaths.  To disempower and/or defeat evil, you must first give it its proper 

name.  You can‘t fight something effectively unless you understand exactly what it is.  

The word sociopath is too weak a descriptor and not diabolical enough to describe these 

‗Sacred Executioners‘ Hartmann writes and talks about.  

The interview is at http://www.freeconference.com/Recordings/ConferenceRecording-

7582619-744202.mp3 and I encourage readers to listen to it because I found it valuable 

as it forced me to identify some of today‘s ‗Sacred Executioners‘ and their hell-pers. 

 

When I wrote this article/chapter, I was thinking narrowly about ‗Sacred Executioners‘.  

I was thinking of them only as corporate CEO‘s, including wal-street (spelling 

intended) bankers.  Now that I‘ve given all of this a good think, ‗Sacred Executioners‘ 

seem to be coming out of the walls!  Especially during this time frame. 

 

For instance, Sarah ‗Psychopath‘ Palin in one!  She quit her job as Governor of Alaska 

to further her political career through promoting extreme right causes, including 

demonizing a national health care plan.  Palin is making ‗news‘ saying that the 

proposed health care plan will euthanize the elderly and disabled children like her down 

syndrome baby Trig.  This propaganda sounds real Nazi and Spartan and is scaring a lot 

of people. 

 

Like Hartmann says in the interview, Palin knows better!  She knows this isn‘t true but 

she will lie (classic behavior of a psychopath) for personal and political gain. 

 

Then Obama is a ‗Sacred Executioner‘.  He‘s sending more American soliders to 

Afghanistan when he knows it is a war for western big oil (so they can run their 

pipelines through the country).  Obama also knows that the war is for the neo-cons so 

America can have strategic hegemony on that side of the world.  The basic descriptor 

for this is ‗Empire‘ and empire is evil because it requires the suffering, poverty and 

death of countless of millions of innocents so a few psychopathic western elite can be 

richer.  They are the only ones who really profit off this system of indirect death. 

 

The hedge fund managers are ‗Sacred Executioners‘.  They scorch the earth and its 

residents in the pursuit of bigger, faster profits for themselves (they profit when the 

hedge fund profits plus they get their giant fees as well) and for their investors. 

 

Which brings us to the more ‗invisible‘ Sacred Executioners.  These invisible murderers 

are the stock holders and other investors of violent, vampire capitalism, including those 

‗stakeholders‘ of regular pension programs because it is group investors that support the 

Sacred Executioner system in the financial industry. 

 

Those who support the wars in Iraq, Pakistan and Afghanistan are also little Sacred 

Executioners.  It is their energy, Will, mind and even actions that keep this evil system 

of human sacrifice going. 

 

http://www.freeconference.com/Recordings/ConferenceRecording-7582619-744202.mp3
http://www.freeconference.com/Recordings/ConferenceRecording-7582619-744202.mp3


People who belong to an evil nation that kills its own citizens (autogenocide) or other 

citizens are indirect Sacred Executioners. 

 

Citizens of countries or members of religions or both where capital punishment is 

carried out are Sacred Executioners. 

 

And on and on it goes…. 

 

The entrenched evil system of human sacrifice is a large spider web that tries to capture 

almost everyone in it so everyone shares the blood, even if they are vehemently 

opposed to it.  All one can do is try to keep as much blood off their hands as possible.  

Don‘t despair.  Just recognizing what it is; and refusing and rejecting all the human 

sacrifice systems helps change the energy and possibilities… 
 

VI. 

Connecting the Dots 

 

 
 

I have been convinced that we, as an Order, have come under the power 

of some very evil occult order, profoundly versed in science both occult 

and otherwise, though not infallible, their methods being black magick, 

that is to say, electro-magnetic power, hypnotism and powerful 

suggestion.  We are convinced that the order is being  

controlled by some sun order, after the nature of the  

Illuminati, if not by that order itself. 

Duke of Brunswick 

 
Ironically, when I was working on the last part of this article, I was listening to Alex 

Jones on http://www.infowars.com  and he talked about Mexico and how it‘s falling 

into civil war.  He also mentioned the murders on the US/Mexico border, including the 

mass graves being found with hundreds of female corpses whose hearts have been cut 

http://www.infowars.com/


out. It doesn‘t take a rocket scientist to figure that this is evidence of human sacrifice.   

 

Whether it‘s indirect human sacrifice (civil wars designed behind the wizards‘ curtain) 

or direct human sacrifice (killing women and cutting their hearts out), it‘s still human 

sacrifice and probably cannibalism.  What happened to the hearts cut out the women? 

 

Now, I will connect all of these dark, dynamic things mentioned above to a Bigger 

Picture.   

 

Chemtrails are raining human blood and plasma over the Temple of Set. We are 

ingesting these things (plus the other things).  When we ingest this blood and plasma, 

we become indirect cannibals. 

 

Chemtrails are killing us one-by-one or en masse (over time) and these deaths are 

secret human sacrifice deaths.   The causes of the deaths are called something else 

because governments deny that chemtrails exist. 

 

The serpent race are not only predators, they are parasites or psychic vampires, and so 

is their Serpent god.  The endless need for the god to be propitiated by blood is 

reflected in the Old Testament and is also reflected in the New Testament Epistle to 

the Hebrews: "Indeed, under law almost everything is purified with blood, and without 

the shedding of blood there is no forgiveness of sins." (Heb. 9:22)   

 

The signs and symbols of the Temple of Set are everywhere.  Serpents, reptiles, 

predator animals, obelisks, ancient Egyptian symbols and more are found on clothing, 

posters, household furnishings, tattoos, toys and many other things.   

 

The caduceus symbol with entwining snakes represents ‗health‘.   

 

 
 

Snake symbols are phallic symbols and the world is certainly drowning in them.  The 

cross of Christ as a symbol of serpents and crucifixes (which also portray human 

sacrifice) are everywhere.  

 

Spirals are symbols of serpents.  The swastika is a stylized spiral.  Interesting, 

swastikas show up in mazes and labyrinths. The word ‗labyrinth‘ comes directly from 

the ancient Minoan Snake Goddess culture of Crete, where the swastika was used as a 

symbol of the labyrinth and is linked etymologically with the ―double headed axe‖ – 

the Tau Cross. Similar labyrinthine shaped swastikas have been found in the ancient 

city of Harappa from the 2000 BC. 

 

Set and his symbols are all over military hardware and insignias. Soldiers wear patches 

on their uniforms, of cobras and serpents, plus dragons and other predator reptiles and 



animals.  The straps of many ceremonial military headdresses are made of snakeskin-

like leather.   

 

Set is many times depicted as a sun god.  Look around you and see all the symbols of 

suns and rising suns everywhere.  

 

Symbols and references to Set are embedded in culture, including music. I‘ve tried to 

show the reader this with lines of lyrics from songs that have been played hundreds of 

millions of times around this world. 

 

We are living in a huge pagan temple of Set that is visible but invisible at the same 

time.  Listen to Chris Knowles‘ interview on Red Ice Creations 

(http://www.redicecreations.com/live/2008/12dec/RIL-081206.html).   

 

Knowles has it right when he tells about all the pagan symbols and hidden pagan 

temples entrenched in this world.  What Knowles fails to see is that this whole earth is 

one ancient evil temple. 

 

Human beings are creatures of habit, making it easy to establish rituals and laws over 

them.  Almost everything done on this planet is done in ritual and it goes back to 

serpent thinking and the way the serpent race operates.  Listen to Freeman‘s interview 

on Red Ice Creations to learn more about some of these rituals (that we don‘t think of 

as rituals) at http://www.redicecreations.com/radio/2009/02feb/RICR-090222-

SUB.html 

 

Our goal is to unite the elect who consciously walk the path of the black dragon (the 

Transcendental Anti-cosmic Satanism). To concentrate the powers of the eternal black 

flame and burn further black holes in the world‘s soul (anima mundi) and the 

collective unconscious of mankind, to open new dark portals to Chaos, this way 

contributing to the beginning of the endless dark aeon and the invasion of cosmos by 

the disharmonic and sinister energies. 

http://www.evilness.com/slayermag/interview_mlo3.html 

 

Why are we being turned into indirect cannibals?  Because cannibalism corrupts us. It 

corrupts our bodies and psyches, plus it corrupts our Souls.  There is more than just a 

war for our minds and bodies (control) going on here.  There is also a war for our 

Souls.   

 

On the physical side, the chemicals, metals, fungus, blood, blood products, germs and 

other things in chemtrails are designed to make the body sick and weak so we are 

easier to control.  Chemtrails are designed to kill us, too. How many people look at the 

sky?  Most skies over urban areas are littered with chemtrails. 

 

The serpents secretly feed us human blood and plasma to poison us, to turn us into 

cannibals so we will grow corrupt and become evil like them.  They sacrifice humans 

through their institutions and other third-party persons to give us collective ownership 

of their occult or hidden human sacrifice by chemtrails.   

 

In reality, all deaths by chemtrails are Secret Human Sacrifice Deaths. Any evil act of 

murder is a ritual whether formal or informal in this Temple of Set. 

http://www.redicecreations.com/radio/2009/02feb/RICR-090222-SUB.html
http://www.redicecreations.com/radio/2009/02feb/RICR-090222-SUB.html

